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0. Introduction. On an ^-dimensional differentiable manifold M with
local coordinate systems \xi}2)

9 a tensor field <p/ of type (1, 1) such that

(0. 1) ψr'ψl = - δ/

is called an almost-complex structure. It is a well known fact3) that a mani-
fold M with an almost-complex structure φ} always admits a positive definite
Riemannian metric tensor gH such that

(0. 2) 9r,φJψi = 9H-

The pair (<pf9 gH) satisfying (0. 1) and (0. 2) is called an almost-Hermitian
structure and the manifold M with the structure (φ/, 9H) is called an almost-
Hermitian manifold.

Let M be an almost-Hermitian manifold, then a differential form φ =
ψjidxjdx\ where φH = φ3

rgrn is associated to the structure. If the form φ
is closed, the structure is called an almost-Kahlerian structure. In this case,
the tensor <pH is harmonic of order two.

On the other hand, A. Frolicher4) proved that there exists an almost-
•complex structure on the six dimensional sphere S6. And T. Fukami and S.
Ishihara5) proved that the structure on 5 6 is an almost-Hermitian one satisfying
the following relation

(0. 3) Vkψa + VoΦki = 0,

where and throughout this paper V& denotes the operator of covariant de-
rivative with respect to the Riemannian connection.

The last equation expresses the fact that the tensor <pH is a Killing tensor
of order two.6)

In my previous paper,7) I treated almost-analytic vectors in almost-

1) This paper was prepared in a term when the present author was ordered to study at
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Kahlerian manifolds. By an analogous method we shall discuss about almost-

analytic vectors in almost-Hermitian manifolds in which the equation (0. 3)

is valid. After preliminaries in § 1, we shall introduce in § 2 almost-analytic

vectors in our manifold. In § 3 it will be obtained a necessary condition in

order that a vector v is a contra variant almost-analytic vector. Similarly

§ 4 is devoted to covariant almost-analytic vectors. In § 5 and § 6, integral!

formulas will be obtained in the case where our manifold is compact.

1. Preliminaries. In this paper, by M we shall always mean an n-

dimensional differentiable manifold with a fixed almost-Hermitian structure-

(φj\ gji) such that

(1- 1) Vk<Pn + ViΦki = 0,

where φH = φ/ffri We shall call such a manifold if-space, for con-

venience.

By (0. 1) and (0. 2), φH is skew symmetric with respect to j and i. By

(1. 1), ^kφji is also skew symmetric with respect to all indices.

Transvecting (1. 1) with gji, it follows that

(1. 2) Vr<Pn = 0.

In this section we shall use (1. 2) but shall not use (1. 1), so the results;

which will be obtained in this section are true in almost-Hermitian manifolds,

with the relation (1. 2).

Let Rkjih be the Riemannian curvature tensor i. e.

^kH — Ok\ji\ — Ojlkiί - Γ i t o f \ji\ — \jr] \ki\,

where 3 t = d/3xι, and put

and
* 1 PC ί

(1. 3) Rkj ==~^~(P Rpqijφk 9

w h e r e <pPQ = <pr

Qgrp.

Applying the Ricci's identity to (pf, we obtain the identity

Transvecting the last equation with gji and using (1. 2), we find

As φkT is skew symmetric with respect to k and r, we get

from which we obtain
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(1. 4) VV&rn = -γφmRvW + R/Ψr,-

A vector field v is called a contravariant almost-analytic vector or simply

an analytic vector if its contravariant components satisfy the equations

(1. 5) £φj

i = v'Vrφf - φfrrV* + ΨrVP = 0,
υ

where £ is the operator of Lie derivative.
V

A vector field u is called a covariant almost-analytic vector or simply

a covariant analytic vector if its covariant components satisfy the equations

(1-6) VtiψiUr) = Urfiψl + φ

LEMMA 1. 1.8) In a compact almost-Hermitian manifold M in which

the equation (1. 2) is valid\ if scalar functions f and g satisfy the equation

then the functions are both constant over M.

Let v be an analytic vector, u a covariant analytic vector and put

g = uhv
ι and / = φr

ιUιϋ^

then by virtue of Lemma 1. 1 and definitions, we get easily the following

THEOREM 1. 2. In a compact almostΉermίtian manifold M in which

the equation (1. 2) is valid, the inner product of an analytic vector and a

covariant analytic vector is constant over the whole M.

From (1. 6) we have

(1. 7) (Vj<Pir - Vi<p/)ur = φ/VrUi - ψi^jUr

for a covariant analytic vector u. And again from (1. 6) we have

(1. 8) ViiψiUr) = Viiφ/Ur) - φ/ViUr + φ/VrUi.

Now we shall define a vector field u by the equation

Ui = <PiUt

for any vector field u> then it is equivalent to define

2 ' = - φ*U%.

Thus (1. 8) becomes the following form :

(1. 9) TJjUi — Vi*0 = φ/iVrUi — Vi^r)9)

The equations (1. 6), (1. 7) and (1. 9) are equivalent to each other.

8) S. Tachibana [5].
9) In (1.9), V may be replaced by a.
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By transvection (1. 6) with gji we get easily

(1. 10) vX = 0.
By virtue of (1. 9) and (1. 10) we have

THEOREM 1. 3. In an almost-Hermitian manifold M in which the equa-

tion (1. 2) is valid, if a covariant analytic vector u is closed i. e. Vjw* = Vi#j>

then u is harmonic.

2. Identities. In the following we suppose that the manifold M is al-

ways a i^-space, that is, (1. 1) holds good.

From (1. 1) and (1. 4), we get directly

<2. 1) VVrψn = --γφPaRpUt ~ R,r<Pri.

If we notice the skew symmetry with respect to j and i in (2. 1), we see

that

R/φrt + Rt

rφrj = 0,
from which wτe get

(2. 2) Rrsψjφ: = R3i.

In the next place, from (1. 1) we have

Vkψjί = Viψky

Transvecting the last equation with <pkj and taking account of (0. 1) and

(0. 2), we find

(Vkφji)φki = 0.

If we operate v r to the last equation, then we have easily

By the Ricci's identity and skew symmetry of φkJ, after some calculation,

we get

(2. 3) (Vi<pkJ)Vr<pkJ = Rΐi ~ 2 Rΐr + Rrt9

where Rtj is defined by (1. 3). As the left hand side is symmetric with

respect to ί and r, we see that

(2. 4) Rΐr - R*ri

holds good. Consequently (2. 3) becomes

(2. 5) (V 9»«)Vr9»W = Rir - Rtr-

Hence we have

THEOREM 2. 1. In a K-space M, the inequality

Rjtv'v* S R*iVjvl
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is valid for any vector field v.

As an application of the last theorem, we shall give the following

THEOREM 2. 2.10) // n > 4 and a K-space M is conformally flat, then*
the Riccis quadratic form R^v1 can not be negative definite,

PROOF. From the assumption, the curvature tensor of M has the fol-
lowing formn )

Rfcjih — ^~o~\9khRji ~ QjhRki + Rkh9jί ~
n £

R ( S

(n -Din- 2)

Hence we have

R* - * (?R R <

from which it follows that

(2. 6) RH - R% = — ~ {in - 4) i ^ + — ^ — 9}l \.
n Δι \ n -L )

If the Ricci's quadratic form RHv5vl is negative definite, then R < 0. Hence-
(2. 6) contradicts to the Theorem 2. 1.

COROLLARY. // n ^ 4, ^ r ^ Jo^s /zoί ̂ x/5ί α K-space of constant cur-
vature with R < 0.

The Nijenhuis' tensor of an almost-complex structure is defined by

By virtue of (1. 1), in ^-space M, the last equation turns to

N/ = - 4 φr

hv}φt

r.

If we put

(2. 7) Nm = iV/ί^,

then it follows that

It is easily seen that Nm is skew symmetric with respect to all indices.
Let v be a vector field and define N(v)h by the equation

(2. 8) N(v\ = ~(ΔV)iV, i f t ,

10) If the manifold M is compact, the theorem is a direct consequence of Theorem 4.2 in^
p. 80 of K. Yano, and S. Bochner [6].

11) K. Yano [7].
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where v V = S^Vr*1- Then, by virtue of (0. 1), (0. 2), (1. 1) and (2. 7), we

have

(2. 9) N(v\ = ( V V ) ( V r ^ i W

In the next place we shall prepare a lemma which is useful in § 6.

From Vi = φ%vt9 we have

Transvecting vι = — φίv% with the last equation and taking account of

(1. 1), (2. 1), (2. 2) and (2. 9), we find

Hence we get the following equation

(2. 10) (v'Vr^i ~~ Rri^y^1 = (^^rVi — RriV^V1

+ {2N(v)ι-(Rrl-R*n)vr\vt.

On the other hand, the following theorem is well known.12)

In a compact orientable Riemannian manifold Vn9 the integral

formula

I KvrVrW< ~ Rriu)^ + Siujjdσ = 0

is valid for any vector field u, where S(u) is given by

As an almost-Hermitian manifold is an orientable Riemannian one, the

theorem is applicable to our ίΓ-space M. If we put vt = ut, then, by virtue

of (2. 10), we get the following

LEMMA 2. 3. In a compact K-space M, the integral formula

(2. 11) [ [WVrVi - Rriv
r + 2 N(v\ - (Rrt - i ^ K b * +S{v)Ίdσ = 0

is valid for any vector field v.

3. Contravariant almost-analytic vectors. Consider an analytic vector

v9 then it holds that

which is equivalent to the following equation

(3. 2) v\rφ3i ~ φ/VrVt ~ ψiVPr = 0.

Operating v J = 9JPVP to (3. 2), we have

12) For example, K. Yano [7].
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On taking account of (1. 1), (1. 4) and

we find that the equation

(3. 3) VVrVt + Rnv = 0

holds good for an analytic vector v. Hence we have

THEOREM 3. 1. In a compact K-space, if an analytic vector v satisfies

rfvr = 0, then it is a Killing vector.

In an ^-dimensional Riemannian manfold Vn, if a vector field v satisfies

(3. 4) £gn = VjVi + ViVj = 2φgJi9
V

where φ is a scalar function, then it is called a conformal Killing vector. A

conformal Killing vector v satisfies

(3. 5) V

rV,f* + Rnv + J L Z = ^ - ViVrVr = 0,13>
n

by virtue of the Ricci's identity and (3. 4).

Now we suppose that n > 2 and M is compact. If a conformal Killing

vector v is at the same time analytic, then we have from (3. 3) and (3. 5)

ViVrfr = 0,

from which it follows that ^jrv
r = const.. As M is compact, ^rv

r = 0 by

virtue of the Green's theorem. Hence, we have the following

THEOREM 3. 2. If an n-dimensional K-space (n > 2) is compact, a

conformal Killing vector which is at the same time analytic is a Killing

vector.

In Vn, a vector field v which satisfies the equation

(3. 6) £ \Jt} = VNiVh + ΛrjiV = δ/Ϋi + δf*ψ *
v

where ψt is a certain vector, is called a projective Killing vector. For a

projective Killing vector v, we have

2

V + Rr \
from which we can obtain the following

THEOREM 3. 3. In a compact K-space, if a projective Killing vector

13) Cf. K. Yano [7].
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is at the same time analytic, then it is a Killing vector.

By an analogous method14) as in almost-Kahlerian manifold, we have

easily the following

THEOREM. 3. 4. In a compact K-space, the integral

is positive or zero for any analytic vector v.

COROLLARY. / / a compact K-space is an Einstein space with R < Ov

then there does not exist a non-trivial analytic vector.

In a compact almost-Kahlerian manifold, the equation (3. 3) is a suf-

ficient condition in order that v is an analytic vector. But in a /C-space^

the equation (3. 3) is not sufficient. In the next place we shall obtain/

another equation which must be satisfied by an analytic vector.

If we operate φk3ysjk to (3. 2) then we get

ψk5Vic(v\rφόi - φ/VrVt - ψι^JjVr) = 0.

The left hand side is the sum of the following six terms al9 , a&.

a2 = £>feVvfcVr?>ji = 0.

The validity of the last equality owes to (1. 1), the Ricci's identity and

(2. 4).

a3 = - <pkXVk<PjT)VrVi = 0,

#4 = — ψkJφ3

rVlcVrVi = VVrVi,

a, = - <pkKVk<Pir)VjVr = - N(v)i9

Hence we have

(3. 7) VVrVi + R*nvτ - 2 N(v\ = 0

for an analytic vector v. From (3. 3) and (3. 7), we get the following

equation

(3. 8) (Rri - Rϊ;)vr = - 2 N(v\.

We shall see in §5 that, in a compact ^"-space, (3. 3) and (3. 8) con-

stitute a set of sufficient conditions in order that v is an analytic vector.

4. Co variant almost-analytic vectors. In § 1, a covariant analytic

vector field was defined. In the present section we shall obtain equations,

which must be satisfied by such vectors.

14) S. Tachibana [5].
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For covariant analytic vector v, we have

On account of (1. 1), the last equation is equivalent to

(4. 1) 2 v\rφH - φ/VrVi + ψiVjVr = 0.

As an analytic vector v is defined by (3. 2) i. e.

if we notice the similarity of (4. 1) and the last equation, then we shall be

able to avoid some complication in the following calculation.

If we operate Vj to (4. 1), it follows that

Hence, by virtue of (1. 1) and (1. 4), we obtain

(4. 2) VVrVi + Rnv - 2 Rriv + 3 N(v\ = 0.

Next we operate φkJVk to (4. 1) and obtain the equation

φkJVic(2 vrVτ<Pa ~ φ/VrVt + ψirVjVr) = 0.

The left hand member is the sum of the following six terms ax, , a6'.

Making use of the notation in § 3, we have

a\ = 2 αi, a i = 2 a2) CLZ = u39

CL± = tf4, #5 = — #5> # 6 = — <Z6.

Therefore we get

(4. 3) WrVi - RW - N(v\ = 0.

From (4. 2) and (4. 3), it follows that the equation

(4. 4) (Rri - R*ri)vr = 2 N(v\

holds good. Substituting (4. 4) in (4. 2), we obtain

(4. 2) VrV,f* - Rnv + N(v)t = 0

for a covariant analytic vector v.

5. The integral formula. In this section we shall obtain a integral

formula concerning a vector field in a compact X"-space and prove a theorem

which gives a necessary and sufficient condition for an analytic vector.

Let v be a vector field and introduce a tensor a(v)j1c by

(5. 1) a(v)jk =

For simplicity, we shall denote a3\ instead of a(v)jk in the following, a^ =

0 is equivalent to the fact that the vector v is an analytic vector.

In the first place we shall compute vVf* , which is the sum of the fol-
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lowing six terms Al9 , A6.

Aτ = (vV) (Vr<p/)<PiJc = N(v\,

A2 = vrWvrφjl)φιk = ( # * - Rrk)vr,

A3 = vr(Vr9»/)vVι* = (Λr* - -RSbV,

A 5 = - <p3

r(VrVι)v3<Pπc = N(v)k,

Then we get

(5. 2) v^ j* = -(vVj»* + Λ?*vO + 2

In the next place we shall compute

If we substitute (5. 1) and (5. 2) in the last equation, we have after some
calculation,

(5. 3) vKajkv
k) = - (VJVΛ + 2%ιO + N(v\vk

Now if we put a2(v) = ajJca
jk, then

is the sum of the following nine terms 5 1 ? ...,B9.

B3= - Vivrψfiφ^vW = B2,

-Be = p /

B7 = -

Therefore we get

(5. 4) a\v) = (ΛP, - Λ?p)τ;V + 4 JV(t;)y - 2

+ 2 (Vj»*)vV.

Consequently, from (5. 3) and (5. 4), we have

+ %) ( ' +
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+ -j- [2N(v)k + (Rrk - R%)vr\υ\

If M is compact, by integration of the last equation, we have the
following

THEOREM 5. 1. In a compact K-space M, the integral formula

.2 N(v\ + (i?r, - 2%)<] v"d<τ

is valid for any vector field v, where

a\v) = aμa
ik, a& = Uφfiψnc,

V

and NPQi9 R*t are given by (2. 7) and (1. 3) respectively.

In § 3 we have sesn that an analytic vector v satisfies the following
equations

(5. 6) WrVi + RriV
r = 0,

(5. 7) 2 N{v\ + (Rri - R*ri)υr = 0.

Now consider a vector field v satisfying (5. 6) and (5. 7). Then if M is
compact, we have a2(v) = 0 i. e. a5Ίc = 0 by virtue of (5. 5), so v is analytic.
Thus we have the

THEOREM 5. 2. In a compact K-space M, a necessary and sufficient
condition in order that a vector v be analytic is that equations (5. 6) and
(5. 7) are both satisfied.

6. Another integral formula. Consider a vector field v and put

b(v)jic = (2 v\rφ/ - φfrrv
ι - <pr

lVjVr)<Pac

= 2 vr(s;rφ5

ι)φι1c - φΐiVrV^φm + VjVk.

b(v)jic = 0 is equivalent to the fact that the vector v is covariant analytic.
For simplicity we write b^ instead of b(v)jk. Using the notation in § 5,
is the sum of the following six terms A-i, , Aβ'.

A'ι = 2 Al9 A'2 = 2 A2, As = 2 A3,

A't = Ai9 A'5 = A6, A'Q = - A6.

Hence we have

Vjbjκ = V'V;^ - R*kv
r + 3 N(v\.

After some calculation we get
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(6. 1) V\bikv
k) = (v'Vjtf* ~ RW)vk + N(v)kv

k

-f- φ5rφk\VjVlc)^rvι + (Vjf*)vV.

If we put b\v) = bjkb
ik, then it is the sum of the following nine terms Bτ \ -

..., Bζ.

B[ = 4B19 B: = 2B,, B'3=-2B3,

B4 = 2 Bi9 B5 = B5, Be = — B6,

B7 = — 2 J37, Bs = — β8? 5 9 = β 9 .

Hence we have

(6. 2) 6 » = 4 (Rrk - R%)vrvk + 2 (v^*)vV

+ 2 φirφk

Therefore, from (6. 1) and (6. 2), we get

vKb}kv
k) - ~~b%v) = (V

+ \N(v\-{Rrk- R%)vr\vk.

Thus we have the following

LEMMA 6. 1. In a compact K-space M, the integral formula

(6. 3) f \ I V

J V ^ - Rriv
r 4- N(v)t - (Rri - R\^W + ~\~b\v) \dσ = 0

£5 valid for any vector field v.

On the other hand, in compact M, we have Lemma 2. 3. If we subtract
(6. 3) from the twice of (2. 11), it follows the following

THEOREM 6. 2. In a compact K-space M, the integral formula

ί KvrVr*i - Rnv + N(v)d
•/if

{2

[ b%v) - 2S(y)]dσ
I J

is valid for any vector field v.

In § 4 we have seen that a covariant analytic vector v satisfies the
following equations

(6. 4) VVrVi - RnVr + N(v\ = 0,

(6. 5) 2 N{v\ - (Rri - R*rt)vr = 0.

Now, let v be a covariant analytic vector, then (6. 4), (6. 5) and b%v) = 0
hold good. Hence, in compact M, S(v) = 0 , y virtue of Theorem 6. 2. Thus,
from the definition of S(v), the vector v is harmonic. As v is also a cova-
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riant analytic vector, v is also harmonic by the same argument. Conversely,
let v and v be both harmonic, then their components satisfy (1. 9) trivially,
so v is a covariant analytic vector. Thus we have

THEOREM 6. 3. In a compact K-space M, a necessary and sufficient
condition in order that a vector v be covariant analytic is that v and v
are both harmonic.
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